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Where else could you find fake ice, severed heads and 
a gun that shoots out an umbrella - all under one roof? 

In a large shed in Southbank, two men spend their 

days making retractable daggers, collapsing furniture and 

foam cows. Between them, prop supervisor Geoff McGregor 

(pictured above, on the left) and his colleague Colin Penn 

(also pictured, with Lady the dog) have been making oddities 

for theatre and television for more than 50 years. "We've 

made fake swords, fake guns, fake food - fake everything," 

says Penn. Their domain is the Melbourne Theatre 

Company's props department, a warehouse and workshop 

that covers 200 square metres and houses 15,000 items. 

Chandeliers (PVC pipes and gold paint), pianos and 

coffins are among the mock items crammed into the 

warehouse. Penn, a joker who loves the trickier briefs, points 

out a table he made of polystyrene and papier-mache with 

hidden handles. It had to be light enough to be lifted by 

an actor for a ghostly levitation scene but strong enough 

to function like a normal table and carry drinks for the rest 

of the play. In one corner sits a throne made for Magda 
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Szubanski's performance in The Madwoman of Chai/lot 
last year, and next to it is a three-metre-high cross with 

retractable bolts that can produce the illusion of a crucifixion. 

Upstairs is a hoarder's paradise, with every domestic 

utensil and furnishing you could think of, and plenty of 

oddities - there's a lifelike baby skewered on a lance, some 

gross internal body parts made of rubber and a decaying 

wedding cake made of foam (it belonged to Miss Havisham 

of Great EXpectations). Items are grouped by kind: there is a 

wall devoted to fake plants, a corner stacked with more than 

25 different television sets and a four-by-three-metre shelf 

filled entirely with empty wine and spirit bottles. 

Each MTC production has a budget of between $10,000 

and $30,000 for props, so thrift is highly prized. For the 

current play, Frost/Nixon, the designers managed to find a 

replica US presidential seal on eBay for $170 but McGregor 

and Penn knocked up Nixon's desk out of ply (there was one 

of these on eBay, too, but $40,000 seemed a bit steep). 
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One wall of their pokey office is covered in pictures 

of Lady, Penn's Pomeranian, posing with cast members 

including Geoffrey Rush and Rachel Griffiths. In a corner 

is a steering wheel (pictured, right) used to depict a car 

accident in a production of Barry Dickens' Bedlam Autos. 
Both men have worked in television, where the budgets 

are much healthier, but at least in theatre, says McGregor, 

you get to see your handiwork for more than one or two 

seconds. The largest item they have made is a six-by-eight

metre tree (for a production of Shakespeare's As You Like 
It). The most challenging brief was carving a rocking horse 

out of plywood a week before opening night (for True West, 
with David Wenham), while one of the most bizarre was 

a machine designed to catapult ping-pong balls. 

So, is there anything they haven't made? "Maybe 

a complete suit of armour," says McGregor, after a pause. 

"It would be rather a challenge. Whether it would be made 

out of fibreglass or metal is another thing." 
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